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During the past decennia, progress in the area of high-energy astroparticle physics was ex-

ceptional, mainly due to the great success of the bridging of particle- and astrophysics both in

theory and in the instrumentation of astroparticle physics observatories. Multimessenger data

coming from charged cosmic-ray-, gamma-ray- and neutrino-observatories start to shed more

and more light on the nature and origin of cosmic rays. At the same time, the development

of methods for the investigation of cosmic-ray transport, acceleration and interaction have ad-

vanced to the true potential of tying these different pieces of multimessenger data together, this

way closing in on the origin of cosmic rays. In recent years, this rapid interplay between mod-

eling and observations have made it clear that it is essential to add the ingredient of plasma

physics to the problem [1]. It has been shown in recent years that even the interpretation of data

of highly relativistic cosmic rays at TeV energies and above are in need of a proper modeling

of the plasma physics involved. One of the most important examples is the understanding of

wave-particle interactions. In simulations of cosmic-ray transport in the Galaxy, the cosmic-

ray diffusion coefficient is typically approximated by assuming quasi-linear theory (QLT) in

combination with a Kolmogorov-type cascade model, resulting in an energy-dependent parallel

diffusion coefficient κ‖ ∝ Eα with α = 1/3. In this talk, we show how the energy dependence

of the diffusion coefficient can be investigated systematically as a function of δB/B [2]. The

complex energy behavior that goes well beyond a simple power-law interpretation will be pre-

sented together with a formal definition of an energy range that indeed can be approximated

as a power-law. The QLT hypothesis of an E1/3 is tested in this energy range. In this talk, the

knowledge on the turbulence level in the Milky Way will be presented together with the con-

sequences that a proper plasma-based modeling has for the interpretation in the light of newest

data, revealing the direct connection between plasmas, particles and photons.
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